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ABSTRACT 
Near resembling faces ,Look alike faces, disguised faces and many more are today’s challenges for researchers in the 
field of face recognition and these challenges become more serious in case of large facial Variations. Humans  are  able  
to  identify  reliably  a  large  number  of  faces  but a automated face recognition system must be face specific, it should 
effectively use features that discriminate a face from others by preferably amplifying distinctive characteristics of face. 
Face recognition has drawn wide attention from researchers in areas of machine learning, computer vision, pattern 
recognition, neural networks, access control, information security, law enforcement and surveillance, smart cards etc. This 
paper shows that how the unique face which is having a unique singular value per face under different variations is 
effectively classified and recognized. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Researchers started paying attention to the subject of face recognition from the year 1960 and the world of scholars 
attracted towards the diverse approaches from the year 1980.The first automated algorithmic approach was developed in 
the year 1973.Researchers concluded that humans have a specialized facial recognition mechanism which only focuses 
on particular areas or features for recognition, this conclusion the researchers applied for dimensionality reduction 
techniques.The introduction of abstract mathematical tools like eigenfaces  created another approach to face recognition 
and ultimately given up a decomposition algorithm for calculating singular values by which in this paper a unique face  and 
its classes have  been defined ,tested and classified 
2. CHALLENGES OF FACE RECOGNITION 
The problem of face recognition is very challenging because faces are non-rigid and have a high degree of variability in 
size, shape, color and texture. More precisely the challenges associated with face detection are due to: 
a) Pose: The images of a face vary due to the relative camera-face pose (frontal, 45 degree, profile, upside down),  
b) and some facial features such as an eye or the nose may become partially or wholly occluded.  
c) Presence or absence of structural components: Facial features such as beards, mustaches, and glasses may 
or may not be present and there is a great deal of variability among these components including shape, color, 
and size.  
d) Facial expression: The appearances of faces are directly affected by a person’s facial expression.  
e) Occlusion: Faces may be partially occluded by other objects. In an image with a group of people, some faces 
may partially occlude other faces.  
f) Image orientation: Face images directly vary for different rotations about the camera’s optical axis.  
g) Imaging conditions: When the image is formed, factors such as lighting (spectra, source distribution and 
intensity) and camera characteristics (sensor response, lenses) affect the appearance of a face. 
 
3. UNIQUE FACE RECOGNITION APPROACH 
The generic recognition system shown in figure 1 below: 
 
Figure 1: A generic face recognition system. 
The input of a face recognition system is always an image.  The output is an identification or verification of the subject or 
subjects that appear in the image. The approach define a face recognition system as a three step process as shown in 
Figure 1.TheFace Detection and Feature Extraction phases could run simultaneously.  Face detection identifies a 
certain image region as a face. The feature extraction step involves obtaining relevant facial features from the data.  
These features could be certain face regions, variations, angles or measures, which can be human relevant. In this paper 
singular values (SV) are obtained as face features which are said to be unique and singular value which has highest value 
is said to be the first SV and it will be having large information with it. These SV’S are arranged in decreasing order of 
magnitude. Finally, the system does recognize the face. In an identification task, the system would report an identity from 
a database.  
This phase involves a comparison method, a classification algorithm and an accuracy measure. 
Every Image Matrix A can always have the SVDas  
 
Where U is an m x m orthogonal matrix; V an n x n orthogonal matrix, and  is an m x n matrix containing the singular 
values of A. 
 
along its main diagonal. These SVD features are used for facial feature decomposition to represent an image in 
dimensionality reduction (DR) factor. An SVD operation breaks down the matrix A into three separate matrices. 
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because are equal to zeros.For each face image matrix A which has the SVD, its modified SVD is 
defined as:     
M=U Σ
α
V
T 
 
Where U, Σ and V are the SV matrices, and in order to alleviate the facial variations on face images a fractional parameter 
α is used which satisfies the condition: 
0 ≤ α ≤ 1 
The main ideas are: 
1) The weights of the leading base images uivi
T
 should be deflated, since they are very sensitive to the great facial 
variations within the image matrix A itself. 
2) The weights of base images uivi
T
 corresponding to relatively small σi ’s should be inflated, since they may be less 
sensitive to the facial variations within A.  
3) The order of the weights of the base images uivi
T
 in formulating the new representation of SVD should be retained. 
4) The fractional parameter, α must inflates the lower SV. 
Unique singular values are obtained by the following steps: 
1) Apply SVD on each of the face image for each class in the data base to get singular vector. 
2) The obtained Singular Vector is applied with the fractional value of αand a optimized SVD values are obtained . 
3) Each training face image is then projected using the these obtained face feature image.  
4) For the obtained representing image apply a DR method PCA, where the Eigen features are Computed and for 
the maximum Eigen values Eigen vectors are located and normalized for this Projected image.   
5) A test face image is transformed into a face feature matrix. 
6) For the developed query feature a image representation is developed and passed to the PCA. 
7) For the computed face feature the distance between a test face image T and a traning face imagesis Calculated. 
8) Least distance will be the recognized image.  
4. CLASSIFICATION AND ANALYSIS 
The steps & effects are illustrated and presented below by considering the classes of unique face.Some of the self 
database images and query images (set consists of color, black & white images) with different classes considered are: 
Query Images 
 
Fig.2: sample query images considered 
Database Images 
For the implementation of the proposed face recognition architecture the database samples are trained for the knowledge 
creation for classification. During training phase when a new facial image is added to the system the features are 
calculated and aligned for the dataset formation. These data sets consist of the image index and its corresponding 
features extracted. This feature table is created for the entire database image and passed for recognition.  
 
 
 
Figure 3:shows typical database images considered for face recognition 
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A) CLASS 1:Image with No variation 
 
 
 
Original query image  
                                                               Fig. 4: Original query image 
Output with α = 1 
 
Recognized image  
Fig 5: obtained results with α = 1 
Output with α = 0.5 
 
Fig 6: obtained result with α = 0.5 
B) CLASS 2:Image having occlusions 
 
Fig 7:  original query image 
Output with α = 1 
  
Fig 8: obtained result with α = 1 
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C) CLASS 3:Image having occlusions 
                                                       
Fig 9: original query image 
Output with α = 1 
                                                      
                                                                         Fig 10: obtained result with α = 1 
4. CONCLUSION  
In olden days for investigation security people used to take help of face sketches to be identified by a human, which 
implies that humans do store the specific face features for classification as face or no face. The same method is applied 
for machines to be face specific. In my previous published paper a preliminary study was considered but in this paper 
classes of my own faces are presented and are effectively classified .The algorithm used can result in higher accuracy in 
estimation as compared to the previous techniques for face recognition. It is presented that the faces of different subjects 
are classified based on unique amplification factor α, if different value of α is used it can be seen from case 1 that a no 
face results. As most research works are happening towards the recognition of facial images in both static information and 
continuous information, this method could be very suitable for continuous environment due to large observed external 
effects.  
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